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In their book Designing Data Visualizations, authors Noah Iliinsky and Julie Steele use the 

following three criteria to determine whether to call a graphic a data visualization or an 

infographic:

1. Method of generation: This criterion refers to what goes into creating the 

graphic itself. If lots of original illustrations are created to explain the data, 

for example, it's likely to be an infographic. You often see infographics with 

beautiful, elaborate images created to explain the information.
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Infographic Vs. Data Visualization

In their book Designing Data Visualizations, authors Noah Iliinsky and Julie Steele use the 

following three criteria to determine whether to call a graphic a data visualization or an 

infographic:

1. Method of generation: This criterion refers to what goes into creating the 

graphic itself. If lots of original illustrations are created to explain the data, 

for example, it's likely to be an infographic. You often see infographics with 

beautiful, elaborate images created to explain the information.

2. Quantity of data represented: Typically, data visualizations have more and 

different kinds of data from infographics. Also, the data in data 

visualizations changes frequently to indicate changes in status. In addition, 

an infographic is less likely to include interactive numbers.

3. Degree of aesthetic treatment applied: This criterion refers to the 

artfulness of the graphic. If a lot of design work has gone into displaying 

information, the graphic is likely to be an infographic.
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Infographics

Visual representation of data that is:

o manually drawn (and therefore a custom treatment of the 

information);

o specific to the data at hand (and therefore nontrivial to recreate 

with different data);

o aesthetically rich (strong visual content meant to draw the eye and 

hold interest);

o relatively data-poor (because each piece of information must be 

manually encoded).



Data Visualization

Visual representation of data that is:

o algorithmically drawn (may have custom touches but is largely 

rendered with the help of computerized methods);

o easy to regenerate with different data (the same form may be 

repurposed to represent different datasets with similar dimensions 

or characteristics);

o often aesthetically barren (data is not decorated);

o relatively data-rich (large volumes of data are welcome and viable, 

in contrast to infographics).



Data Sense

Approximately how many accidental deaths occur in the Mumbai 

suburban train network (Mumbai Local)?

a. 1200

b. 1800

c. 2500

d. 3500



Data Sense

What is Mumbai’s approximate current population?

a. 18 million

b. 22 million

c. 24 million

d. 26 million
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Data Sense

During peak hours, how many people pack into one compartment of a 

typical Mumbai local train?

a. 300

b. 400

c. 500

d. 600

Do you know how much it is in terms of number of people per square meter?

(14-16 per sq.mt)

Do you know the actual capacity of a compartment?

(188)
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Data Sense

How many cases are pending in various judicial courts of Mumbai?

a. 3 lakhs

b. 6 lakhs

c. 12 lakhs

d. 24 lakhs

Do you know how of them are criminal cases?

(40,000)
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Data Sense

What is the car ownership in India?

a. 18 per 1000

b. 34 per 1000

c. 58 per 1000

d. 72 per 1000

Do you know that this is lower than Sudan & Afghanistan

China? Europe? U.S?

(58, >500, >800)



Data Sense

What is number of tax payers in relation to voters?

a. 4%

b. 7%

c. 12%

d. 18%
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How much did India’s Mars programme cost?

a. $ 44 million

b. $ 54 million

c. $ 64 million

d. $ 74 million
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Data Sense

How much did India’s Mars programme cost?

a. $ 44 million

b. $ 54 million

c. $ 64 million

d. $ 74 million

NASA’s Maven mission – $ 671 million

ESA Mars mission – $ 386 million

Japan’s failed Mars mission – $ 186 million

Rs. 7 per km (Mumbai auto Rs. 12.19 per km)



Data Sense

Ratio of fake doctors to real doctors practicing in Delhi:

a. 1:4

b. 1:3

c. 1:2

d. 1:1
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